Complete OSA Therapy Solutions
The F&P ICON™+ is designed to help you feel better about CPAP therapy.

The F&P ICON+ family is made up of three models. The Auto provides flexibility in pressure modes, while the Premo meets demand for fixed pressure with full efficacy reporting and the Novo is a standard continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) with basic compliance reporting. The full range of Fisher & Paykel Healthcare’s clinical technologies has been combined into a compact, stylish CPAP that blends seamlessly into any bedroom environment.

**Clinical Technologies**
Fisher & Paykel Healthcare’s innovative technologies ensure a clinically effective solution for patients.

**ThermoSmart™**
ThermoSmart Technology is at the forefront of Fisher & Paykel Healthcare’s humidification philosophy, and is compatible with each model of the F&P ICON+ family.

**SensAwake™**
We all experience subconscious waking through the night – at which time pressure intolerance is likely to occur. SensAwake responsive pressure relief detects wakefulness, promptly relieves pressure and eases the return to sleep.

**Info Technologies™**
Retrieving quality sleep data in a timely and efficient manner is crucial to understand patient needs and influence therapy outcomes. F&P Info Technologies provide a range of options to best suit your business practice.

**Premo**
The F&P ICON+ Premo is the premium CPAP which includes the unique SensAwake Technology, and full compliance and efficacy reporting. The F&P ICON+ Premo delivers:
- ThermoSmart Technology for more humidity and comfort
- SensAwake Technology to promote better overall sleep
- Info Technologies for flexible data communication options

**Auto**
The F&P ICON+ Auto is the fully featured AutoCPAP which combines all of Fisher & Paykel Healthcare’s leading clinical technologies including an Auto-adjusting algorithm and unique SensAwake Technology. The F&P ICON+ Auto delivers:
- ThermoSmart Technology for more humidity and comfort
- Auto-adjusting pressure for personalized treatment during sleep
- SensAwake Technology to promote better overall sleep
- Info Technologies for flexible data communication options

**Novo**
The F&P ICON+ Novo is the fixed-pressure CPAP with compliance reporting. The F&P ICON+ Novo delivers:
- ThermoSmart Technology for more humidity and comfort
- Info Technologies for flexible data communication options

PLUS all three models include:
- Contemporary and stylish design for bedroom appeal
- Forward-facing display
- Compact footprint including humidifier and power supply
- Combined smart technologies.
Choosing the right Fisher & Paykel Healthcare Mask

Fisher & Paykel Healthcare’s masks are designed to work in harmony with the way patients naturally breathe while they sleep. Some patients are nose breathers, others breathe through their mouth and some use a combination of the two. Hence this is the reason there are four different delivery categories which should be considered when choosing the right mask.

F&P Eson™ 2
Confidence comes easy with Eson 2: a mask designed to meet the needs of patients and sleep professionals at every important milestone in the CPAP therapy journey.

- RollFit™ Seal: As the name suggests, the one piece seal “rolls” back and forth, relieving pressure on the bridge of the nose and allowing adjustment to a wide variety of facial types.
- Intuitive Headgear: This high quality headgear can be fit multiple ways including stretching over the head, by using the traditional clip, or the fastener.
- Washable Diffuser: This innovative diffuser, which is washable and durable, reduces noise and draft.
- VisiBlue™: These blue highlights, incorporated into key mask components, assist patients with daily mask use.
- Easy Frame: This narrow profile frame fits all three seal sizes and provides a clearer line of sight than F&P Eson, while retaining seal stability.

Sizes available:
A model (Americas, Asia-Pacific): ESN2SA S, ESN2MA M, ESN2LA L
U model (rest of world): ESN2SU S, ESN2MU M, ESN2LU L

F&P Simplus™
Designed to Simply Fit + Perform. When engineering the F&P Simplus, our designers set out to create a mask that revolutionized Full Face comfort, seal and easy use.

- RollFit Seal: Auto-adjusting to optimize an effective, comfortable seal.
- ErgoForm headgear: This breathable headgear provides structure and support for optimal usability and performance. It self-locates high on the rear of the head, allowing for maximum head movement (sideways, up and down) without mask dislodgement.
- Easy Frame: Easy to wear, see and sleep. This low-profile frame is stable, durable and small, and ensures a clear line of sight. The one frame fits all three seal sizes and has an ‘Easy-Clip’ frame attachment for effortless assembly after cleaning.

Sizes available:
A model (Americas, Asia-Pacific): 400475 S, 400476 M, 400477 L
U model (rest of world): BRESA XS-S, BREIMA M-L, BREISMA XS-S and M-L (two seals)

F&P Brevida™
Developed from extensive patient-centred research, F&P Brevida features both a simple, adjustable headgear to deliver an individual fit, and the innovative AirPillow™ Seal which inflates to form a ‘pillow’ of air in and around the nose for a gentle and effective seal.

- Adjustable Headgear: Adjustable headgear which is designed to stay in place during sleep.
- AirPillow™ Seal: The innovative AirPillow™ inflates to form a gentle ‘pillow’ of air and seals in and around the nose.
- VisiBlue™: Blue highlights incorporated into the mask key components assist patients with daily mask use.
- Washable Diffuser: The diffuser, which reduces noise and air draft, is washable and durable.

Sizes available:
U model (rest of world): BREISU XS-S, BREIMU M-L, BREISMU XS-S and M-L (two seals)

Oracle™ Oral
The Oracle is unique – the only mask on the market to deliver pressure through the mouth with minimal headgear.

- Clinically proven to function as effectively as a nasal mask, the Oracle is a perfect solution for mouth breathers or patients with chronic nasal obstruction.
- With nothing covering the field of vision, the Oracle provides freedom to read while the user is wearing glasses.
- It is easy to use and easy to seal!

Sizes available:
HC452 – Small and Large seals included

Patient adherence is best supported by choosing a mask based on how a patient breathes to provide for a natural transition to therapy. Fisher & Paykel Healthcare’s range of masks and their inherent technologies give you greater flexibility. They have been designed that way to meet your needs.
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